
 

 

Anna University Exams Nov / Dec 2016 – Regulation 2013 
Rejinpaul.com Unique Important Questions – 5th Semester BE/BTECH 

CS6503 THEORY OF COMPUTATION (Unit I-V) 
Unit-1 

1. Prove that, if L is accepted by an NFA with ε-transitions, then L is accepted by an NFA without ε-transitions 
2. Check whether the language L= (0n1n / n>=1) is regular or not? Justify your answer 
3. Construct a NDFA accepting all string in {a, b} with either two consecutive a‟s or two Consecutive b‟s 
4. Convert the following ε-NFA to a DFA using the subset construction algorithm 

    ε a b c 

   p Φ {p} {q} {r} 

   q {p} {q} {r} Φ  

  *r {q} {r} Φ {p} 
5. Construct a DFA equivalent to the NFA M = ({a,b,c,d},{0,1},δ,a,{b,d}) where δ is a defined as 
   δ   0  1 

   a {b,d}  {b} 

   b c  {b,c} 

   c d  a 

   d -  a 

6. Let L be a set accepted by a NFA and then prove that there exists a DFA that accepts L 

7. convert the following NFA to DFA 

           a       b 

p      {p}    {p,q} 

q      {r}     {r} 

r       {¢}    {¢} 

8. Construct an NFA without ε-transitions for the NFA give below 

9. Prove that there exists a DFA for every ε-NFA 

10. What are the closure properties of CFL? State the proof for any two properties 

11. Construct a CFG representing the set of palindromes over (0+1)*. 

12. Let G= (V,T, P,S) be a CFG. If the recursive inference procedure tells that terminal string w is in the language of 

variable A, then there is a parse tree with root A and yield w 

13. Discuss in detail about ambiguous grammar and removing ambiguity from grammar 

14. Discuss (a) eliminating useless symbols (b) eliminating € productions 

15. Prove that if G is a CFG whose language contains at least one string other than €, then there is a grammar G1 in 

Chomsky Normal Form such that L)G1) = L(G) –{€} 

16. Simplify the following grammar  

Sà aAa | bBb | BB  

Aà C  

Bà S | A  

C à S | €  

17. Consider the grammar  



 

 

EàE + E | E*E | (E) | I  

I à a+b  

Show that the grammar is ambiguous and remove the ambiguity.  

18. If L is Context free language then prove that there exists PDA M such that L=N(M) 
19. Explain different types of acceptance of a PDA.Are they equivalent in sense of language acceptance? 

Justify your answer 
20. Construct a PDA accepting {an bm an/ m, n>=1} by empty stack. Also construct the corresponding 

context-free grammar accepting the same set 
21. Prove that L is L(M2 ) for some PDA M2 if and only if L is N(M1) for some PDA M 
22. Construct a Context free grammar G which accepts N(M), where M=({q0,q1},{a,b},{z0,z},δ,q0,z0,Φ) 

and where δis given by  

δ(q0,b,z0)={(q0,zz0)}  

δ(q0, ε,z0)={(q0, ε)}  
δ(q0,b,z)={(q0,zz)}  

δ(q0,a,z)={(q1,z)}  
δ(q1,b,z)={(q1, ε) 
δ(q1,a,z0)={(q0,z0)}  

23. Construct the grammar for the following PDA.  

M=({q0, q1},{0,1},{X,z0},δ,q0,Z0,Φ) and where δis given by  
δ(q0,0,z0)={(q0,XZ0)}, δ(q0,0,X)={(q0,XX)},δ(q0,1,X)={(q1, ε)},  

δ(q1,1,X)={(q1, ε)},δ(q1, ε,X)={(q1, ε)}, δ(q1, ε, Z0 )={(q1, ε)} 
24. Explain different types of acceptance of a PDA. Are they equivalent in sense of language acceptance? 

Justify your answer  
25. Design a turing machine M to implement the function “multiplication”using the subroutine “copy”. 
26. Design a TM to compute proper subtraction m-n. 
27. Design a TM to accept the language L={0n1 n/n=1} 
28. Construct a TM to recognize the language L={ 02n/n=0} 
29. Enumerate the various techniques adopted for the construction of a TM. 
30. Explain finite control can be treated as storage for a finite amount of information. 
31. Describe the recursively Enumerable Language with example.  
32. Explain in detail notes on computable functions with suitable example.  
33. Explain in detail notes on primitive recursive functions with examples.  
34. Discuss in detail notes on Enumerating a Language with example  
35. Explain in detail notes on universal Turing machines with example.  
36. Discuss the Measuring and Classifying Complexity.  
37. Describe the Tractable and possibly intractable problems P and NP Completeness. 
38. Explain in detail Time and Space Computing of a Turing Machine.  
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